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 The Turkish Studies Association Bulletin , vol. 22, no. 2 (Fall 1998): 13-44

 THE PIONEERING ANTHROPOLOGISTS OF

 TURKEY: Personal Profiles in Socio-Political
 Context

 By Aygen Erdentuģ

 Though anthropological studies in Turkey1 have their roots in the nationalism that
 emerged in the region after World War I,2 their promotion is closely linked to the
 nation-building process that followed the proclamation of the Republic of Turkey
 in 1923. As Bernard Lewis observed, "The growth of cultural nationalism since
 1908 had accustomed the new generation of Turks to the idea of Turkishness -
 of identity and loyalty based on the Turkish nation/'3 so that with the Kemalist
 republic, the ethnic nationalism (alias "Pan-Turkism"4) observed among the Turks
 of the Ottoman Empire was rejected, to be replaced by a territorial nationalism5
 or patriotism seeking allegiance only to Turkey.6 It was during the initial years
 of this republic that a group of medical doctors and biologists set up, in 1925, the
 "Centre for Anthropological Researches in Turkey" at the Istanbul "Darülfününu."
 Its activities covered promotional lectures and researches published in its or-
 gan, Revue turque d'anthropologie, with Çevket Aziz Kansu as its editor. A pro-
 gram in anthropology became possible, with Kansu becoming responsible for its

 1 The late Professor Mario Zamora had requested a paper focusing on the human side of the
 pioneering anthropologists of Turkey for his symposium, "Pioneers in Anthropology From
 Asia, Africa and Latin America" at the ICAES in Mexico in 1993. In spite of later developments
 which prevented me from attending the congress, I went on with the project.

 I wish to acknowledge the invaluable contribution of (in alphabetical order) Berna Al-
 pagut, Attila Erdem, Nermin Erdentuģ, Ergun Kansu (son), Nadide Kansu (wife), Emine
 Kokten (wife), Nimet Ôzgiiç, Güner Soylu, Seniha Tunakan and I§m Yalçinkaya. The respon-
 sibility for any errors of misinterpretation due to lack of documents is solely mine. I am greatly
 indebted to Nermin Erdentuģ for providing substantial material and patiently supervising
 the order of the events.

 2 Paul Magnarella and Orhan Tiirkdoģan, "The Development of Turkish Social Anthropol-
 ogy," Current Anthropology 17:2 (1976): 263-265.
 3 Bernard Lewis, The Emergence of Modern Turkey , 2nd ed. (London: Oxford University Press,
 1968), p. 353.
 4 Pan-Turkism was the aspired union of all Turkic peoples as a nation-state (see Lewis,
 Emergence, pp. 343-354.)
 5 Metin Heper, Historical Dictionary of Turkey (Metuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, 1994), p.
 304.

 6 Lewis, Emergence , p. 358.
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 development, after the 1933 act which reorganized this higher education institution,
 turning it into a Western-oriented "university/'7

 The field owes much to Mustafa Kemal for its development: one crucial
 component of his nation-building strategy was to make the new nation proud
 of being Turkish, that is, to restore the self-respect that had been battered by the
 demoralizing shrinkage of the Ottoman Empire and by Western prejudice.8 Such
 a campaign meant delving into the origins of the Turks, leading Atatürk even
 to establish a new institution of higher education - details to be given below - at
 Ankara, the new capital, to pursue such studies. The zeal shared by some scholars
 went to extremes, producing research of dubious scientific foundations9 and serv-
 ing political ends10 by creating the Anatolian movement that became the official
 ideology by the 1930s.11 It came to an end with the death of Atatürk in 1938, since
 major supporters abandoned the cause.12 It was in such an environment that Dil
 ve Tarih-Cografya Fakültesi (the Faculty of Languages, History and Geography),
 also known as DTCF,13 was established in Ankara, with law no. 2795 of the Grand

 National Assembly, on 14 June 1935.14 Instruction began on 9 January 1936, after
 a state ceremony in the presence of Atatürk at the Ankara Halkevi.15 The new
 Anthropology Institute at DTCF was a continuation of its predecessor in Istanbul.
 Again, Çevket Aziz Kansu, a physician turned anthropologist with training in

 7 Çevket A. Kansu, Türk Antropoloji Enstitiisii Tarihçesi (Îstanbul: Maarif Matbaasi, 1940), pp.
 1-3.

 8 Lewis, Emergence , pp. 359-360. For a potpourri of some of the political cartoons of the Western
 world making fun of Turkey and the Turks of the period, see Orhan Koloģlu, Kim Bu Mustafa
 Kemal? (îstanbul: Boyut Kitaplan, 1998).
 9 The resulting errors caused controversy at the Turkish historical and linguistic congresses
 that took place in Turkey during that decade (see ísmail Beçikçi, Tiirk-Tarih Tezi , "Güne$-Dil
 Teorisi " ve Kürt Sorunu [Ankara: Çaglar Matbaasi, 1977], pp.112-181; Lewis, Emergence , p. 359).
 10 Lewis, Emergence, p. 438; Beçikçi, Türk-Tarih Tezi, pp. 9-108.
 11 The Anatolian movement supported the thesis that the Turks, through waves of migration,
 had generated the Chinese, Indian, and Middle Eastern civilizations. Thus, according to this
 perspective, the populations of Anatolian civilizations since antiquity (e.g. the Sumerians and
 the Hittites) had been Turkic peoples (Lewis, Emergence, p. 359)!
 12 Lewis, Emergence, p. 360.
 13 The popular acronym for this institution, which was founded by Atatürk and was "the
 apple of his eye." Construction of the present building at Sihhiye was not completed until
 February 1940 (Musa Çadirci and Azmi Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi Geliçim Tarihi [Ankara:
 Ankara Üniversitesi Rektörlügü Yay. No. 82, 1982], p. 149).
 14 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi , p.146.
 15 Azmi Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakültesinin 50 Yilhk Tarihi (Ankara: AUDTCF Yay. No.
 355, 1986), p. 453. At the time, Ankara Halkevi was at the Türk Ocaģi building, the only
 construction available for such occasions. The Türk Ocaģi was dedicated to the union of the
 Turkic peoples as well as to the promotion of Turkish culture and language through various
 activities, publishing Türk Yurdu to this end (Lewis, Emergence, p. 350). The organization
 fell into disfavour with Atatürk for fostering anti-Kemalist and anti-Russian tendencies that
 were in opposition to his humanitarian and peace-loving endeavors (see Niyazi Berkes's
 posthumously published Unutulan Yillar [îstanbul: îletiçim Yayinevi, 1997], pp. 169-170)
 and was closed down in 1949 (Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 302). The "People's Houses"
 and "People's Rooms" (Halkodalart), dissolved in 1953 (Ibid., p.252), were by-products of the
 Republican People's Party's aim "to inculcate in the people of Turkey the principles of the
 Revolution" (Lewis, Emergence, p. 383).
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 PIONEERING ANTHROPOLOGISTS

 France, was installed in the Chair. This institution and its later manifestations16

 became the only center for anthropological and ethnological sciences17 in Turkey
 until the 1960s.

 The mission of this Institute was to contribute to research on the bio-cultural

 origins of the Turks, the cornerstone of the official agenda. With such a perspective,

 the curriculum during this period, up to 1958, emphasised a multi-disciplinary ap-

 proach. Numerous courses in anthropology, early history, archaeology and geogra-

 phy were offered, leaving specialization in the respective fields to the last two years.

 The major research undertaken by the Institute was a nation-wide project,
 requested by Atatürk, in 1937, to take the cephalic measurements of 64,000 Turkish

 men and women.18 The results showed that the Turks were "racially" Caucasoid,
 predominantly of the "Alpine morphological type,"19 as defined at the time. This

 supported initial theories20 but was later challenged by Çenyíirek21 and Çiner,22

 who added the "Mediterranean" and the "Dinaric" to the "morphological types" of

 the Turks. In the same year, the first prehistoric excavation in Turkey took place at Eti

 Yokuçu in Ankara, initiated by Kansu in collaboration with H.H. von der Osten.23

 French textbooks24 were used at the Anthropology Institute. Textbooks in
 Turkish, written by Kansu, who also became the first Turkish professor at DTCF,

 came into use by 1937.25 He was to be the only professional instructor26 in the

 anthropology program until 1940, promoting the French conception of anthro-

 16 The requirement, in promotion to professorship, of the availability of a vacant "chairper-
 son" post and internal dissension, along with the instability of the academic system, resulted
 in frequent reorganisations.
 17 For information on the foundation of the other two centers as of this date, see Magnarella
 and Türkdogan, "Development/' pp. 266-270.
 18 Kansu, Türk Antropoloji Enstitüsü Tarihçesi, pp. 20-23.
 19 Afet Inan, L'Anatolie, le pays de la "race" turque (Geneve: Geòrgie et C. S.A.), 1941.
 20 Çevket A. Kansu, "Türk Irki ve Türk Dili," Revue turque d'anthropologie 8, 13-14 (1932): 6-7.
 21 Muzaffer S. Çenyûrek, "A Craniological Study of the Copper Age and Hittite Population
 of Anatolia," Belleten 5, 19 (1941): 237-253.
 22 Refakat Çiner, "Türkiye Kadinlar Antropolojisi," AÜDTCF Dergisi, 18, 3-4 (1960): 161-188.
 23 H. H. von der Osten (1899-1960) contributed to the archaeology program at DTCF during
 1936-1939. See Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p. 490.
 24 The secondary schooling of the period, unlike the craze for English at present, provided
 intensive courses in French, introduced in the mid-nineteenth century, to meet the Westerniza-
 tion demand (Lewis, Emergence , pp. 84-87). The pupils also had to take Arabic and Persian,
 to enable the correct usage of Ottoman, a practice that was abandoned by 1927 (Berkes,
 Unutulan Yillar, p. 47).
 25 Some of the courses taken with the rest of the DTCF students had no textbooks. Hence, the

 notes of the skilful would be put together, handed over to the instructor for any corrections or
 additions and then multiplied on a çapirograf for distribution (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 49;
 Mustafa Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakültesinin îlk Mezunlarindan Mustafa Turna'nm
 Añilan," in A.Ü. Dil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakültesinin ilk Mezunlarindan Halil ínalcik ve Mustafa
 Turna' nin Ögrencilik Andari ile Fakültemizin Tarihçesi (Ankara: DTCF Basimevi, 1986), p.15.
 26 The laboratory technician, Muine Atasayan, a biologist, came along with Kansu from
 istanbul, to instruct in osteometry until Tunakan returned. Zekiye Eglar, who was appointed
 to translate textbooks in English, also gave a few seminars in ethnology and, later, went to
 Columbia University.
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 pology. Emigrés from Hitler's Germany became adjunct professors in other
 courses.27

 Such developments led to the cohabitation of the German28 and French influ-
 ences in the academic system and in the works of its faculty. The prevalent mood of
 dislike or indifference among most of the Turkish intelligentsia towards the United
 States, during the regime of the Republican People's Party and until the end of
 World War II, did not encourage continuing studies over there.29 After the mid-
 19408, Turkish- American relationships developed30 with Turkey's membership
 in NATO,31 as part of the Truman doctrine,32 against the threat of the Soviet
 Union. This meant the extension of the Marshall plan, and the related cultural
 and technical assistance (e.g. the Fulbright scholarships33) for the regeneration
 of Europe, including Turkey. A considerable number of Turkish graduates from
 various fields continued their studies in America beginning in the 1950s, when the
 transfer of power to the pro- American Democrat Party shifted the focus of studies
 abroad. Thereafter, an Anglo-American reorientation in most of the academic fields,
 including biological and socio-cultural anthropology, took place.

 Law no. 115, passed by the ruling military junta in 1960 after the first coup
 d'état, amended the existing University Act,34 providing new posts and possibilities

 for promotion at the universities. This created a secession within the Chair35
 of Physical Anthropology, Prehistory and Ethnology, as it was known by then.

 27 Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p. 33. With the rise of Hitler's nationalism, academicians from
 Central Europe had already started teaching at istanbul University. See Berkes, Unutulan
 Yillar, pp. 104 and 106, and Mīna Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilari (Istanbul: Yapi-Kredi Kültür
 Sanat Yayincilik Ticaret ve Sanayi A.Ç., 1998), p. 174. These people lectured with the assistance
 of Turkish translators who had had schooling in German, French or English and /or had done
 graduate work in a European country prior to their recruitment (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, pp.
 104 and 150). The foreign faculty in related disciplines also became the examiners for the
 graduate and postgraduate degrees of the Anthropology Institute, as was the case in the
 other fields at DTCF.

 28 The German influence was not limited to the adjunct professors. Prior to World War II, there
 had been an extensive relationship with Germany, reflected in German book stores, restau-
 rants and the German Gymnasium in îstanbul (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar , p. 64), then the capital.
 29 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 112.
 30 For its history see Paul B. Henze, Turkey and Atatürk's Legacy: Turkey's Political Evolution ,
 U.S. Relations and Prospects for the 21st Century (Haarlem: SOTA Publications, 1998), pp. 43-90.
 31 Heper, Historical Dictionary , pp. 6-7.
 32 Heper, Historical Dictionary , p. 66.
 33 Nermin Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken (istanbul: íleti§im Yayinlan, 1996), p.163.
 34 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Universitesi, p.28.
 35 Used as the equivalent of Kiirsii in Turkish, this meant either - as in American usage - a
 "program" within a department or a "department" when a departmental organization did not
 exist, thus causing confusion. Later on, Birim (unit) was introduced to denote programs with
 again a professor having the status of an independent chairperson to head it. An abundance of
 professors led to an inflation of "Chairs" that were created out of discordance and a desire to
 be independent, to the degree that it was possible to have duplications of the same program
 under different names. The 1981 reorganization put an end to this by homogenizing the
 academic system through the introduction of the term Anabilim Dali for a program within a
 Bölüm (Department). At present, at the state universities in in Turkey, professorship is attached
 to being the "Head" of an Anabilim Dalv, the Head and the faculty of a program are under the
 supervision and coordination of a professor who is the chairperson of the Bölüm and directly
 accountable to the Dean.
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 PIONEERING ANTHROPOLOGISTS

 Çenyûrek had already been installed in the Chair of Paleoanthropology in 1958.
 The anxiety over strife and displacement among the faculty, however, affected
 recruitment. Thus, the field missed an important opportunity to invest in the future,

 subsequently experiencing a shrinkage in staff with the retirement or unexpected
 death of the pioneers.

 Only four of the first twelve students of the Institute graduated from the
 Institute in 1940. Two of these, Nermin Aygen (Erdentuģ) and Í. Kiliç Kokten,
 continued their studies in ethnology and prehistory, respectively. Muzaffer S.
 Çenyiirek, a palaeoanthropologist with a Ph.D. from Harvard University, joined
 them in 1940. A year later, Seniha Tunakan returned from graduate studies in
 Berlin to collaborate with Kansu in physical anthropology. These five scholars,
 all born before 1920, 36 formed a nucleus that engendered scientific research in the
 subfields of anthropology in Turkey. The impressive pace of their work provided
 for succeeding generations a "well-equipped laboratory of physical anthropology,
 an independent library and a museum37 with exhibitions on prehistory, physical
 anthropology and ethnology."38

 36 The main criterion used in a large publication where the significant professional contri-
 butions of these five have been given (see International Dictionary of Anthropologists, 1991
 ed., s.v.. "Erdentuģ, Nermin ( née Nermin Aygen)/' "Kansu, Çevket Aziz/' "Kokten, ísmail
 Kiliç," "Çenyiirek, S. Muzaffer/' and "Tunakan, Seniha (née Seniha Hüsnü)," all by Aygen
 Erdentuģ.) A few of the dates given in this article differ from those in the entries of this 1991
 publication. The interviews carried out for this study made it possible to cross-check certain
 events. Thus I was able to review and clarify the inconsistencies in the dates. An amended
 version exists in a recent publication (see History of Physical Anthropology. An Encyclopedia,
 1997 ed., s.v. "Kansu, Çevket Aziz," "Kokten, ísmail Kiliç," "Çenyiirek, Muzaffer Siileyman,"
 and "Tunakan, Seniha (née Hüsnü)," all by A. Erdentuģ).
 37 From the plan given in Kansu, Türk Antropoloji Ensitiisii Tarihçesi, it was roughly about
 56 m2, at the bottom end of the L-shaped hall of the department, not including the display
 cases in the upper part of the hall (about 4 x 20 meters). There were glass doors at both ends
 of this hall, with one set of doors enclosing the museum and laboratory, separating it from
 the neighboring department of archaeology. The exhibition on ethnology was basically on
 North American Indians, the peoples of subarctic Asia, the vernacular crafts of Turkey, and
 prehistoric material from Anatolia. Next to it, opening on to this museum, was the laboratory
 (at first, about 50 m2 but later shrank down to half its size) fully equipped with an abundant
 supply of the latest tools of the time. It also included human skeletal remains, mostly skulls,
 displayed on the wall-to-wall shelves. The masterpiece of the museum was the funerary urn
 containing the remains of a body in "hocker" (fetal) position. This was found at a pioneering
 excavation in Turkey and was exhibited in a table display case.

 The complex was my initiation to the field as a child. It did not exist when I started to
 work there in 1982. (I resigned in 1986). To meet the increasing demand for more rooms for
 its staff faculty administration gradually displaced it. First, it was "crammed" into a smaller
 area in the 1960s, then in the 1970s, the "dissecting" of the complex began: artefacts were
 transferred to an annex building or put into crates to be stored under staircases or in depots.
 These developments caused them to be misplaced, forgotten, or left to rot.

 The library was also transferred, together with those of twenty-one other departments,
 to a central location in February 1969 (Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p. 383). Since then the
 faculty has lost track of the valuable classic publications in their fields. The closure of this
 library, time and again, has been due the inability of the staff to prevent the pilfering and
 vandalism of the collections.

 38 Muzaffer Çenyûrek, "Southwest Asia," in W. L. Thomas and A. M. Pikelis, eds., International
 Directory of Anthropological Institutions (New York: Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropo-
 logical Research, 1953), p. 79.

 17
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 This article focuses on the human side of these pillars of Turkish anthropol-
 ogy,39 placing them against a backdrop of socio-political developments related
 to higher education which circumscribed their academic activities and research.
 It describes their backgrounds, emphasizing their roles as family members, as
 instructors, and as colleagues. In view of the lack of archival resources to serve
 this end, such an undertaking would not have been possible without the willing
 cooperation of some of the survivors and the students of these pioneers. The re-
 cently published memoirs of three academics40 - contemporaries of the pioneering
 anthropologists - have also been used, wherever possible, to support or supple-
 ment the information given by these people.

 Çevket Azi z Kansu (1903-1983)

 Kansu was born in Edirne, the fourth child - following a first born son and
 two daughters - of a military doctor stationed there. The period before the turn
 of the century had been marked by the intensified opposition of the Young Turks
 group,41 through secret organizations and journals published in Europe, against
 the repressive rule of Abdulhamid II. By 1908, the sultan was forced to reinstate
 the constitutional government which he had prorogued some thirty years before
 that date. Eventually, the Young Turks came to power, following a reactionary
 military takeover in istanbul - the capital of the Ottoman Empire - to suppress the
 dissidents of the newly liberalised regime.42

 During the Young Turks era (1901-1918) three competing trends of thought as to the essence
 of political unity and social solidarity vied against one another: Ottomanism, which pos-
 tulated the equality of all Ottoman subjects (of whatever religion or language) and their
 loyalty to a common government; Islamism, which opposed rapid Westernization and pro-
 moted the doctrine of Pan-Islam; and Turkism, which emphasized Turkish language and
 culture.43

 Among these, the last was to affect Kansu during his childhood and adoles-
 cence, shaping his personal ideology. His secondary schooling44 gave importance
 to the acquisition of the French language. Following in his father's footsteps, he
 went on to the School of Medicine, basically a Western-oriented military institution
 where the instruction was partly in French.45 His training coincided with the British
 occupation of Istanbul (1918-1923) during the closing years of World War I, marked

 39 They have been given here in order of birth.
 40 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini ìzlerken, and Urgan, Bir Dinozorun
 Anilari.

 41 For more detail see Heper, Historical Dictionary , pp. 316-317.
 42 Heper, Historical Dictionary , pp. 64-65.
 43 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 65.
 44 Kansu, Kokten and Tunakan attended single sex schools, learning to read and write in the
 Arabic script. However, the obligation to learn French exposed them, with the rest of the elite,
 to the Latin alphabet before it became the script for the nation in 1928. Coeducation at primary
 and the first part of the secondary school started in 1924, with "Tevhid-i Tedrisat" (the law
 for unity in education) making Aygen (Erdentuģ) and Çenyiirek subject to this radical change.
 45 Lewis, Emergence, p. 84.
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 ON THE STAIRS OF THE MAIN ENTRANCE OF D.T.C.F. (1940) (Courtesy of
 N. Erdentuģ)

 Front row, left to right: Nermin (Aygen) Erdentuģ, Ç. Aziz Kansu, Nebile
 Gôkçiil (graduate), Afet înan (one of Atatiirk's foster daughters, trained in Switzer-
 land; contributed to the field before becoming a historian). Second row, left to right:

 1. Kiliç Kokten, Muine Atasayan (laboratory technician), Zekiye Eglar (translator;
 she later went to the U.S., to study anthropology at Columbia University). Back
 row, left to right: Muzaffer S. Çenyúrek and Kemal Güngör (graduate known for
 his professional study of the Yörüks of Southern Anatolia; he died of heart failure
 a few years after this photo was taken). The photo was taken a year before Seniha
 Tunakan's return from Germany.

 19
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 by shortages and scarcities,46 and continued for several years after.47 His fluency
 in French was to prove beneficial later on during his postgraduate work and
 academic career. As a university student, he witnessed the tug-of-war between
 the Westernizers and Pan-Islamists48 that was replaced by the overpowering Pan-
 Turkism. He was a bookworm, his inquisitive mind taking him to social sciences
 and to humanities alongside publications in medicine. The by-product was a self-
 acquired acquaintance with the social thinkers of his time. Even as a student, he
 discussed with them the intellectual and historical developments that brought
 about the Turkish revolution.

 Regulations concerning Medical School graduates compelled him to begin a
 two-year (1923-1925) practice at Bala, a small town in the province of Ankara. While

 at istanbul in 1924 he had married a primary school teacher.49 His wife went with

 him to Bala, voluntarily teaching reading and writing - still in the Arabic script - to

 its illiterate population during their stay there. This experience was to sharpen his

 zest for progress.

 By then, the Ottoman Empire had come to an end with the proclamation of
 the Republic of Turkey on 29 October 1923, with Ankara as its capital. Mustafa
 Kemal - later to adopt the surname "Atatürk" (father of the Turks) - became its
 first president. Ankara was then a market town, slightly larger than and about sixty

 kilometers from Bala. The new capital was not readily accepted by the Western
 powers. With the exception of the Afghans and the Russians, the diplomatic
 corps started constructing their embassies only after the tenth anniversary of the

 Republic, in 1933.50 The new city was considered a backwater and a place of exile by

 the intelligentsia of istanbul.51 Lacking in facilities and infrastructure, Ankara was

 described by a German visitor as, "Evsiz sokaklar, sokaksiz e vier" ("Streets without

 46 Even in 1927, the boarding students of a prestigious American school were obliged to bring
 the sugar for their tea from their homes (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari, p. 50).
 47 His paternal house was in Çamlica, at that time a remote but picturesque section of
 istanbul, on the Anatolian side of the straits. It was about 4-5 km. from the medical school
 at Haydarpaça. The war years and the occupation of istanbul meant that, most of the time,
 he had to walk all the way to attend courses.
 48 On Westernizers and Pan-Islamists see Lewis, Emergence , pp. 234-237 and 341-343; Mag-
 narella and Tiirkdogan, "Development," pp. 263-265.
 49 The names of the ladies Kansu and Kokten married have not been given for lack of a
 knowledge of their maiden surnames. At the time, patronymic terms existed, with offspring
 using their fathers' first names as a "surname" in identification. Any confusion arising from
 same names was clarified with nicknames or teknonymy. These practices still prevail in rural
 Turkey. Surnames were adopted in Turkey in 1934. Hence, Kansu' s initial articles were signed
 "Çevket Aziz/' Çenyiirek was "Muzaffer Süleyman" when he went to the United States, ismail
 Kiliç took on the Kokten surname while Seniha Hüsnü added on "Tunakan." The oddity of
 the transition is best reflected in the name of the pioneering ethnologist (Zübeyde) Nermin
 Asaf Aygen (Erdentuģ), the last name being by marriage and the first name being the one
 given at birth, after a forebear, but not usually used.
 50 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 100.
 51 Even during the 1930s and the 1940s the intelligentsia of istanbul was extremely alien
 to Anatolia, not bothering to see or know anything about it (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilari,
 p. 238).
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 houses, houses without streets").52 Appointments to Ankara usually meant leading
 a bachelor's life, leaving the family behind in îstanbul.53

 The Republican People's Party that was to become instrumental in the "radical
 social and cultural change . . . [and the] secularisation of the polity and society"54
 had been established by 10 November 1924.55 Its policies of "republicanism, nation-
 alism, populism, statism, secularism, and reformism"56 permeated and oriented the

 intelligentsia until the advent of multiparty politics beginning in 1946. So it is not at

 all surprising that Kansu also became a prolific writer and ardent lecturer outside
 his field of specialization, promoting nationalism, independence, and the role of
 science in progress during the first twenty years of his professional life. He had
 come to adore Atatürk, realising the importance of his reforms, and had become
 dedicated to the Turkish cause. The content and language of his early work display
 him as a man ahead of his time.57

 Kansu returned to îstanbul University to a post in internal medicine (1925-
 1927). He later vacated this post out of a growing concern for the origins and anthro-

 pomorphology of the inhabitants of Turkey. This took him to Paris (1927-1929), for

 graduate studies in anthropology at the well known laboratory of G. Pappillaut.
 Thus he abandoned a lucrative profession for the comparatively limited income
 of a university post, his publications becoming his major source of extra income.
 Again, his wife accompanied him to France. During their absence the Latin alphabet
 was adopted in Turkey, in 1928, announcing the beginning of a campaign against
 illiteracy in the new republic.

 After their return to Istanbul, his wife preferred to keep house and to bring up

 their two children. Her dexterity in managing the house spared him the distraction

 of domestic issues. This enabled him to become engrossed in his work, usually
 in his study at home. Not surprisingly, he was promoted to professorship at the
 young age of thirty-one. This coincided with the 31 July 1933 university reform
 which closed down the existing "îstanbul Darülfününu" and established "îstanbul
 Üniversitesi," introducing a new system in higher education.58 The reform had
 attracted foreign instructors, mostly professors, from central Europe,59 who also
 became members of the committees for promotions. This was the time when
 the first tasfiye (cleansing) took place in institutions of higher education in the
 new republic. The new or vacated posts were occupied by younger staff or new-
 comers, Turkish or foreign, with surprise promotions for some.60 Kansu, however,

 52 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 70.
 53 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 72.
 54 Heper, Historical Dictionary , p. 66.
 55 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 4.
 56 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 66.
 57 He used pure and simple terms originating from Central Asian Turkish in his writings in
 the 1930s. This was about a decade before the movement known as Öz Tiirkçe (pure Turkish)
 caught on with the republican intelligentsia.
 58 Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p. 5.
 59 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 103.
 60 The list of those recruited or promoted were announced like the episodes of a serial in the
 newspapers (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, pp. 103 and 107).
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 lived up to expectations and quickly won international recognition in the years
 following.61

 Two members of Kansu's immediate family were among the influential intel-

 ligentsia of their time. One was his elder brother Nafi Atuf Kansu (1890-1949), who

 was a well-known deputy of the Republican People's Party, an under-secretary at
 the Ministry of Education,62 and one-time director63 of the Ankara Halkevi.64 His

 wife's brother-in-law, îsmail Hakki Tonguç (1897-1960), was the other. Tonguç was
 an educationalist, best known as the developer of the Village Institutes65 in Turkey.

 Through his personal efforts, Kansu thus managed to establish close contact and
 exchange views with celebrated statesmen and upper-level bureaucrats.

 Kansu was also a gregarious person within family circles. A large family
 reunion at lunch on Sundays66 was quite common. On these occasions the families
 of the Kansu brothers and that of their sister-in-law67 came together.68 He never

 neglected to display fatherly affection to his children. This was surpassed, in later
 years, by his fondness for his grandchildren. He saw to it that his son followed the

 61 An edited volume, published in United States, has been dedicated to Kansu in view of his
 contributions to the field and as founder of Turkish biological anthropology: see M. Ya§ar i§can
 and Richard P. Helmer, eds., Forensic Analysis of the Skull: Craniofacial Analysis, Reconstruction
 and Identification (New York: Wiley-Liss, Inc., 1993).
 62 Mete Çetik, Üniversitede Cadi Kazani: 1948 DTCF Tasfiyesi ve Pertev Naili Boratav'in Müdafaasi
 (istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Yurt Yayinlan, 1998), p. 53.
 63 In the early 1930s (Berkes, Unutulan Yülar, p. 75).
 64 Berkes has the impression, in view of the attitude of the administrators that he witnessed
 while working there, that the Halkevleri were established for the use of the educated middle
 class rather than the development of the peasants, who constituted the majority of the
 population ( Unutulan Yillar, p. 89).
 65 After a trial period (1936-1940), twenty one of these schools were opened with the objective
 of developing rural Turkey through the village school teachers trained here. The "Köy
 Enstitüsü" was a five-year school, on top of a compulsory five-year education, that also had
 an experimental farm emphasising application and the acquisition of technical skills (Heper,
 Historical Dictionary , p. 295-296). Criticism of the project, as deviating from objectives or as
 becoming a medium of so-called leftist propaganda (Ibid., p. 296), led to changes in their
 curriculum, first in 1947, then in 1951, and finally their closure in 1954 (Ana Britannica, 1986
 ed., s.v. "Köy Enstitiileri").
 ^Beginning 27 May 1935, Sunday replaced Friday as the day of rest (Heper, Historical
 Dictionary, p. 5).
 67 The Kansu brothers were married to two sisters. Another sister was married to ismail

 Hakki Tonguç. Their marriages had been religious ones. This type of marriage had begun
 to be registered as of 1906 so that a reregistration of their unions with the civil authorities,
 due to the new Civil Law of 1926, had not been necessary. Kokten married late, having civil
 and religious ceremonies one after another. Still the practice in Turkey, this arises from a
 misapprehension of nikah (marriage) in Islam.
 68 Ankara, the new and burgeoning capital, did not offer many opportunities for enter-
 tainment or outings during 1930-1950 for the upper strata. These were limited, for lack of
 transportation facilities and the war years, to home visits. A couple of day or night catering
 places did exist, like "Bomonti" (i.e., the beer garden), "Karpiç" (an elegant restaurant run
 by a Belorussian), "Ankara Palas" (the first modern hotel, also used for state banquets, balls,
 etc.), and "Gar Gazinosu" (a nightclub). There were also the state-supported performing
 arts, beginning in the 1940s. Both were confined to the elite and the intelligentsia. Actually,
 socializing in Ankara was, until the 1960s, more a "closed circuit" system, with people
 contained within their social strata.
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 family tradition in medicine, ending up a surgeon, but his daughter preferred the
 diplomatic corps.

 Contrary to his mellow and considerate nature at home, Kansu was an au-
 thoritarian at work, a temperamental person and a stickler for decorum. He is
 remembered as an arrogant (possibly a disguise for his shyness), but discreet and
 refined, person. He had a good taste for clothes and usually had a walking stick in
 hand, more for effect than necessity. He used to walk through the corridors of DTCF,

 watching every move of his students under his glasses and inspecting everything
 around him. The students stood in awe of him, though he could be compassionate
 at times.69

 He was a most constructive person in scholarly matters, time and again
 showing paternal concerns. He supported promising candidates, treating them
 as his equal, but showing dissatisfaction when they fell short of expectations.70
 He encouraged creativity and urged his students to participate in excavations and
 congresses. He was diligent and organised, making good use his time. To this end,
 he took care to have an instruction-free day in midweek that would usually be
 passed out of office, to catch up with his reading or other projects.

 He was also a man of principle who could not tolerate any attacks on his
 patriotism, which had become second nature to him. An unfortunate incident of
 vandalism at the end of December 1947, 71 that he was never able to live down, is

 a case in point. On the death of Atatürk, the dormant pan-Turkism had taken a
 chauvenistic and racist turn, supposedly infiltrating the Republican People's Party
 and the Ministry of Education,72 especially with the appointment of Re§at Çemsettin
 Sirer (1903-1953) as Minister of Education (1946-1948). The pan-Turkists declared
 anyone who did not maintain their line of thought as a "communist," if not accusing
 him of not being a Turk!73 In the years that followed, Hasan Ali Yiicel, the former
 Minister of Education, and ísmail Hakki Tonguç had received their share of such
 accusations and suffered the ensuing harrasment and exiles. Kansu, the brother-
 in-law of Tonguç, was also on their list,74 having gained their enmity75 with his

 69 Nermin Aygen, when a student at DTCF, had a severe case of influenza. Her condition was
 not suitable for transportation to her home out of Ankara. Kansu took her to his house, where
 she stayed for over a week under his care and that of his wife.
 70 Kansu believed in publications and fluency in foreign languages for promotion. Kokten fell
 short of this, thus incurring his disfavor for some time. However, his compassion could get
 the better of him in promotion: in 1956, he came to see Nermin Erdentuģ off to America. At
 one point, she said that she hoped to qualify for a professorship in ethnology on her return.
 He showed reservations, stating that she had a husband to provide for her, whereas Tunakan
 was single and had a dependent mother and should precede her. However, with the support
 of Çenyiirek, who was a member of the committee for her promotion, Erdentuģ was promoted
 first, in 1960. Ironically, she was later on the committee for the promotion of Tunakan, in 1961.
 71 The incident is given in brief here. See Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, pp. 428-435 for the details.
 72 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 155; Çetik, Üniversitede, p. 6.
 73 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 173. Though Metin Heper accepts that the single-party regime
 in Turkey was authoritarian, he insists that it was neither tyrannical nor hysterical. He claims
 that measures were taken against Communist threats and activities because they were not
 believed to be in the best interests of the country (from his e-mail to the H-TURK list, 18
 March 1998, in response to a comment on Berkes, Unutulan Yillar ).
 74 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 408.
 75 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, pp. 399 and 402.
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 diligence as Dean of DTCF between 1942-1 944, 76 and during the establishment
 of Ankara University.77 His turn came when he became its first Rektor (President)
 (1946-1 948).78 A student mob raided DTCF - also accommodating the Rectorate at
 the time79 - stirred up by the anti-communist campaign of the pan-Turkists during
 the closing year of the second world war.80 (The political atmosphere of the period
 was reminiscent of the "Red Scare" politics or the "McCarthyism" in the United
 States of the 1950s.) The rabble demanded the dismissal of three celebrated scholars,

 Behice Boran, Niyazi Berkes, and Pertev Boratav, allegedly81 "communists/'82 In
 spite of the knowledge that this had already been brought about by the senate of

 76 By that time DTCF itself had become the target of the pan-Turkist politicians, because of its
 foreign staff, and for being the protégé of Atatürk, against whom they held a grudge (Berkes,
 Unutulan Yillar, pp. 399 and 466).
 77 Until this university was founded and granted autonomy in 1946, DTCF had been admin-
 istratively attached to the Ministry of Education (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p.145).
 78 At his speech at the opening ceremony, at the beginning of the 1947-1948 academic year
 (§. A. Kansu, Ankara Üniversitesinin îkinci Ögrenim Yilini Açi§ Nutku (1947-1948) [Ankara:
 Doģu§ Matbaasi, 1947], pp. 21-22) he proudly announced the establishment of two research
 centers, "The Eastern Anatolia Research Station" and "The Western Anatolia Research Sta-

 tion" at DTCF. Both were to supply sufficient means for the first generation faculty to finance
 and carry out their research.
 79 Çetik, Üniversitede, p. 184 (from Appendix no. 1: "Çevket Aziz Kansu'nun Emniyet Amir-
 liģinde Verdiģi ífade," pp. 182-191 - the testimony of §. A. Kansu).
 80 Lewis, Emergence, p. 309. Though Turkey avoided entering World War II until its last days,
 the impact of a war economy was also felt in Turkey beginning in 1942. For example, bread
 was rationed, to be followed by various other shortages, including coal, by the following year
 (Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, pp. 115 and 117).
 81 "Allegedly" has been frequently used throughout the text out of a concern for objectivity
 while exposing the fractions and accusations among the intelligentsia. Terms like "fascist,"
 "racist," "communist," "leftist" and "rightist" have been and still are used subjectively and
 loosely in Turkey, usually transcending their actual political definitions, besides changing in
 context over time.

 82 The trio was referred to as solcu hocalar, "the leftist instructors" (Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p.
 402) in the newspapers since they had, supposedly, engaged in communistic propaganda in
 their classes (Ibid., p. 404). Çetik concludes, based on a publication of Kurtulu§ Kayali ( Türk
 DUçiince Diinyasi I [Ankara: Ayyildiz Matbaasi, 1994], pp. 105-199) analyzing the works of
 the trio, that this could have been possible since Boran and Berkes had been students in the
 United States in the 1930s, when Marxism was popular (Çetik, pp. 6-7). Whereas Boratav,
 nationalistic during his higher education, took a leftist stance by 1936, under the influence
 of the Soviet publications in French that he had access to (Ibid., pp. 3-4). Mete Tuncay, on
 the other hand, while describing Boran as "Marxist," labels the other two as "anti-capitalist"
 (Ibid., p. 8). In conclusion, Çetik insists that the "communism" in Turkey during this period
 was reactionary, more anti-fascist and anti-racist in nature. It became a hot topic for the press
 between 1944-1948 (Çetik, Üniversitede, pp. 216-231, from Appendix 3: "Basin ve Meclis'te
 Pertev Naili Boratav Davasma îli§kin Tartiçmalann Söylemi," by Arzu Öztürkmen). The cases
 against them, opened in 1945 (Çetik, Üniversitede, p. 17), eventually turned out to be "much
 ado about nothing," with the charges against the trio being dropped, after two years, on the
 grounds that there was no substantial legal evidence aside from rumors (Ibid., p. 27). See
 also Ibid., pp. 13-27, for details of the trials, and pp. 28-43 for how the trio was gradually
 ostracized from the universities in Turkey. Behice Boran (1910-1987), a sociologist trained at
 the University of Michigan, perhaps out of disillusionment (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari, pp.
 215-216), eventually entered the ranks of the leftists. She became the first woman to head a
 political party - the Turkish Labor Party - in Turkey, in 1970 (Heper, Historical Dictionary, p.
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 Ankara University the day before,83 the "delirious" mob invaded Kansu' s office,
 believing him to be a collaborator,84 smashing anything in sight and demanding his
 resignation, with which he complied.85 This was not enough, however, to assuage
 the thirst of the mob, whose aggressiveness reached such a degree that Kansu had to
 be taken away to safety by the police.86 The students of this unquestionably "honest,
 patriotic and brave" 87man believe that this experience, understandably, left a scar
 on his idealism and enthusiasm. In the days that followed, his social distance with
 them increased and his instruction never regained its former vivacity.

 Still, in the following decade, with the Democratic Party in power, the political
 climate was far from settled. Abadan-Unat narrates how, after an excursion with the

 Americans who had come over to update the curriculum at the School of Political
 Sciences, she and her husband, both supporters of the opposition Republican
 People's Party, faced charges of treason.88 Similar events led Bülent Nuri Esen, a
 popular professor of law, to comment on the period, "îçinde bulunduģumuz ortam
 demokrasi deģil kakokrasidir"89 ("We are not in a democracy but a cacocracy"),
 getting himself expelled from his department for a month. Thus for some time it was

 no surprise to witness an increasing unrest among the students and groups in the
 public sector, with the police eventually raiding the School of Political Sciences.90
 The first coup d'état in the history of the republic (27 May 1960) put an end to all
 this, but opened up new wounds.

 All in all, the anthropological sciences did thrive during Kansu's terms of
 office as dean and rektör , making 1940-1960 the heyday of its research, with the
 skeletons sent over from most of the excavations in Turkey. After the coup of 1960,
 Kansu became President of the Turkish Historical Society (1962-1973), to which he
 had been appointed as a member by Atatürk in 1932.91 By this time he had also
 become a member of various medical and anthropological societies in France, Italy
 and Germany.92

 101). After the Constitutional Court closed down this party for its Communist propaganda
 (Ibid., p. 303), she was imprisoned until 1974 (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilart, p. 218) and her
 citizenship was nullified. She died while in exile in Brussels (Ibid., p. 214). Beginning in the
 early 1950s (Heper, Historical Dictionary , pp. 99 and 101) the two men lived in self-inflicted
 exile in the West, becoming internationally acclaimed scholars in the fields of social sciences
 (Berkes, 1908-1988) and folklore (Boratav, 1907-1998).
 83 Çetik, Üniversitede, p. 185 (from the testimony of Ç. A. Kansu).
 84 The proponents of Pan-Turkism had even accused Kansu of being a "communist"! (Berkes,
 Unutulan Yillar, p. 409.)
 85 Çetik, Üniversitede , p. 188.
 86 Ibid., pp. 186-188 (from the testimony of S. A. Kansu).
 87 As asserted by one of the trio, Pertev Boratav, during an in-depth taped interview (Ibid.,
 Appendix 2) by Korkut Boratav, his son, in 1988 in Paris (Ibid., pp. 42 and 206).
 88 For challenging the "mole" of the Ministry of Justice who had accompanied them by proving
 that not all the villages in Turkey had schools (Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini ìzlerken, pp. 184-1 85)!

 89 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Ìzlerken, p. 185.
 90 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Ìzlerken , p. 187.
 91 Fahri Çoker, Türk Tarih Kurumu: Kuruluç Amaci ve Çaltqmalari (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu
 Yayini, 1983), p. 369. The biography of Kansu in this publication was written by himself
 shortly before his death.
 92 Ibid., pp. 368-369.
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 With the coup, the deplorable condition of the treasury came out into the open,
 resulting in budget cuts that created financial difficulties and affected fieldwork.
 Throughout this period, though his collaborative work continued on the side with
 Tunakan, Kansu preferred to focus more on prehistory, his pet interest. His joint
 project with Kokten at Yanmburgaz (Istanbul) - a prehistoric site - turned into a
 decisive collaboration (1964-1965) in this field. His relationship with Kokten, a
 modest and down-to-earth man a year his junior, had always been a puzzling one.
 Kansu looked upon Kokten as a constant aide in all matters and a collaborator,
 handing him all sorts of responsibilities. On the other hand, he could also make life
 difficult for Kokten at times, if Kokten failed to live up to his expectations.

 Kansu retired in 1973, at the age of seventy, to a comparatively inactive life,
 maintaining, along with his family members, the close relationship with Tunakan.
 He continued to read books on diverse subjects, despite the ailments of old age,
 diabetes causing his death in 1983. An issue of the journal of the department,
 Antropoloji, was dedicated to him to mark this sad event.93

 ismail Kiliç Kokten (1904-1974)

 Born in Ünye, a town on the Black Sea coast in the province of Ordu, Ismail Kiliç

 Kokten was the first child of a family of six children that taxed the meager pecuniary

 means of his father, a judge frequently appointed throughout his career.94 Kokten
 had a more rural background compared to the other pioneering anthropologists, as
 understood from his anecdotes of his childhood.95 He passed a part of his childhood
 in Kiitahya,96 an old city in the hinterland of the Aegean coast, but was able to
 receive secondary schooling, on a grant, in Trabzon. This education enabled him to
 become a primary school teacher in Samsun, in a province neighboring his home
 town, and later, a school principal (1924-36). 97

 He resigned98 on acceptance to DTCF, facing a self-inflicted hardship through-

 93 Actually, the department had already dedicated a former issue, no. 4 (1969) in honor of
 his 65th birthday, which had included a brief biography and bibliography. The second one,
 no. 12, dedicated to him on his death, and published in 1985, also became, ironically, the last
 issue of the journal, with the retirement of Nermin Erdentuģ.
 94 From the Balkans to various posts in Anatolia (Kiliç Kokten, "Fotoģraflarin Hikayesi," Türk
 Kiiltürü 135 [January 1974], pp. 145-147). The family had to flee from one of the posts, Skopje
 in Macedonia, at the outbreak of the First Balkan War in 1912.
 95 Ibid.

 96 By 1918 the town had come under the threat of British occupation. Kokten describes how
 even as school children they were called on to help carry the heavy crates of ammunition
 for the use of the nationalist forces (Ibid., p. 146). The family fled again, this time to oc-
 cupied istanbul, to share the plight of the commoners: bread on ration was inedible; dried
 figs replaced sugar; for lack of shoes, a substitute was created by winding a rope around
 cardboard-soled cloth slippers; wool had to be spun to make cloth; the schools had been
 turned into barracks, causing a break in schooling, etc. (Ibid., pp. 146-147).
 97 Ç. A. Kansu, "Kiliç Kokten îçin," Antropoloji 8 (1978), p. 8.
 98 He was given a rousing sendoff, showing the degree of his amiability: his pupils, their fami-
 lies and a considerable number of the locals crowded the train station, filling his compartment
 to the brim with packages of gifts, besides throwing flowers at him (Kokten, "Fotoģraflarin
 Hikayesi," p. 147).
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 out his studies. Since he was not on the special grant of DTCF, he had to earn his
 living" as a préparateur (laboratory assistant) (1936-1941) at the same Institute,100
 supplementing it by housepainting or drawing. The latter skill is a family trait
 also surviving in his brothers and his architect son. His sketches, exact copies of
 artefacts and rock art paintings101 won admiration in academic circles. As narrated
 by Kansu,102 on the day Atatürk died, Kokten spent a sleepless night to produce an
 incredible picture,103 which he named Ölmedin ( You have not died) - two hands up
 to the elbows sprouting out of a map of Turkey, one from Anatolia, the other from

 eastern Thrace, and holding the bust of Atatürk as if a torch - showing the depth
 of his sorrow and adoration.104

 While a school principal he had married one of his former pupils. The marriage
 became an alliance of irreconcilable differences that came to an end in 1952. He

 passed his years of study in Ankara in solitude while his wife lived mostly with her
 parents and their son in Samsun. It was his schoolboy son who informed him of the
 caves there, in Tekeköy, leading, beginning in 1940, to a series of excavations in the
 vicinity. These were carried out either independently or with his former classmates,
 the archaeologist couple Tahsin Ôzgûç (1916- ) and Nimet Ôzgûç (1916- ) from
 DTCF.

 Kokten suffered the pangs of an insufficient income until his early fifties, when

 he became financially secure with his second marriage, to a divorcee. Ten years
 younger than he, she was the childless daughter of a wealthy landowner from Aya§
 (near Ankara), who had a basic education but had been brought up with bourgeois
 tastes. She met Kokten after his divorce through his new landlord, who was her
 relative. He was in the middle of his studies for promotion to doqent (equivalent of
 associate professor). The marriage was a blessing, giving him tranquility of mind
 to further his studies, the priority in his life. This also became the excuse for this
 childless union, in spite of the fact that he was fond of children. His wife was
 supportive of his studies, accompanying him to Karain cave,105 the landmark in

 99 His age (32) and former work experience secured him a night duty at the men's dormitory
 of DTCF in return for room and board.

 100 Kansu, "Kiliç Kokten íçin," pp. 8-9.
 101 The large stone slabs were displayed together with his technical drawings and statues at
 the Exhibition of the 2nd Historical Congress (1937) held at Dolmabahçe Sarayi in istanbul.
 (They were later on permanent display at the Anthropology Institute museum at DTCF.)
 He had worked diligently in the preparation of this exhibition (Kansu, "Kiliç Kokten Íçin/'
 p. 10). Aban-Unat, in her memoir, expresses her fascination with this exhibition, which she
 frequented until the end ( Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 80).
 102 Kansu, "Kiliç Kokten íçin," p. 10.
 103 Kokten, "Fotoģraflann Hikayesi," p. 154.
 104 He had several chances of seeing him in person, as Atatürk had close contact with his
 people, frequently touring the country and inspecting its institutions. Kokten witnessed
 the depth of interest shown by Atatürk to their field on one unannounced visit to the
 Anthropology Institute in 1937.
 105 He had spotted it in 1946, by chance. After fruitlessly scouting in the vicinity of Antalya,
 he had boarded a bus to return to Ankara. Some miles later he noticed a difference in the

 landscape. He stopped the bus, got off and let it go on. His wandering took him to a possible
 entrance of a cave. While clearing away the bushes, a bear suddenly came out, looked at him
 and went away, grumbling for having been disturbed.
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 his profession, during the first few years of their marriage.106 She also urged him to

 fulfil the language requirements of French and German, an aspect in which he was

 weak, for promotion in his field. Her family income footed the bill for his private
 tuition in French and his studies in Paris in 1956 to this end. More financial support

 came for his second period of study at Berlin in 1967. She accompanied him on
 both occasions, by mutual consent.

 The fact that he was also a graduate of geography107 ensured Kokten fa-
 miliarity with landscapes. This was most instrumental in site-spotting during his
 incessant travels in Turkey, on foot or on muleback. His modus vivendi between
 academic terms justified Çevket Aziz Kansu's choice of a nickname for him: "Evliya
 Çelebi."108 He discovered sites mostly in eastern and southeastern Anatolia and in
 the Mediterranean regions of Turkey. He coined Turkish terms from the Anatolian
 vernacular for the prehistoric material unearthed that are still in use today. He was

 extremely patient and careful at excavations, emanating a friendly atmosphere
 with his presence on the site. Colleagues marvelled at the way he restored pieces
 that were to be handed over to the local museums. His contributions also included

 setting up the prehistoric displays at the museums in Ankara and Antalya.
 He was thrifty but always dignified in money matters, being over-sensitive

 on payments and repayments. Though sought out as a mediator in and out of the
 department and given credit for his wit and amiable manner, he was not a man for

 socializing, due to his shyness. Showing a dislike for conversations on materialistic
 achievements, he preferred the family circle, especially that of his wife, being distant

 from his own both spatially and spiritually. However, the volume of social traffic
 at home was often too much for his studies, forcing him to escape to the sanctuary

 of his office at DTCF, where he worked long hours. He could not have a study at

 home due to frequent long-term guests.
 He was better off with the students. This became apparent during the nation-

 wide student unrest of 1968, in which the students of DTCF also participated. He

 was spared the rashness shown to instructors at the time, during the on-and-off
 boycotts - those who insisted on entering the building were taken away by the
 arms and the legs, as if tied to a stake. This unrest took on a political turn by the
 mid-1970s, with continual conflict between left- and right-wing students. Classes

 could only take place under police protection in the corridors in most cases. Again
 Kokten was not harassed in any way, while colleagues had difficulty in maintaining

 authority in the classroom.

 106 The couple's arrival at Antalya and a summary of his work on Karain made news in the
 Antalya daily (17 September, 1955). They stayed at the schoolhouse of a village nearby, under
 spartan conditions. The villages had not been electrified then, nor did a plumbing system exist.
 They had to go twice a week down to Antalya, to an inn, to have a bath and buy provisions.
 107 He insisted on taking courses in geography, for a sound background in instruction and
 excavations in prehistory. The double major was also a practice among those studying law
 or political science in Turkey at the time. It was abandoned with the amendments in the
 University Act as of 1960.
 108 Evliya Çelebi (Chelebi) was a famous Turkish traveller and official courier for the Ottoman
 state in the seventeenth century.
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 In short, Kokten had a way with students; he understood their psychology.
 He knew how to hold their attention, spicing his teaching sessions with anecdotes,
 gingerly getting them interested in the subject matter.109 He was destined to be
 physically separated from his only son throughout his life. While the son continued
 his studies and took up residence in îstanbul, Kokten continued to live in Ankara
 until his death. This could have been at the roots of the paternal concern he
 displayed to his students and assistants.

 He could not help, however, feeling bitter about the unfairness he experienced
 at work, as a subordinate or as a collaborator, toiling110 while others reaped the
 benefits. He took to heart his retirement due to age, in 1974, being upset about not
 having the time to complete his research projects. This is believed to have affected
 his untimely death of heart failure the same year. Issue no. 8 (1978) of the department

 journal Antropoloji was dedicated to him, with a eulogy by Kansu himself, in which
 a brief biography and his full bibliography appeared.

 Seniha (Hüsnü) Tunakan (1908- )

 Tunakan was the first child of an immigrant couple, ethnic Turks from Pleven,
 in Bulgaria, with two daughters and a son. The family took up residence in Istanbul,
 where it experienced rejection from the indigenous population, like other ethnic
 Turks from the Balkans.111 Alleged "brethren" ties due to common ethnic origins
 were of no help. They had to fight desperately for survival and acceptance in an
 alien environment.

 This was probably why Tunakan' s kindred and siblings managed to have
 higher education in an era when it was generally limited to the privileged elite. It
 was with the republic that all the doors opened for the Turkish youth, including
 women. The latter group considered itself very lucky to have such opportunities,
 promoted or encouraged by Atatürk himself,112 and made good use of them.
 Tunakan7 s brother ended up a professor at Istanbul Technical University;113 her
 sister, a physicist who took up teaching, married a physician and moved to ízmir,
 continuing to work there. Tunakan, however, broke off a relationship after a brief
 and disillusioning term of engagement, remaining single to this day. An attractive
 brunette with a small frame, she suffered from a slight speech impediment that
 became apparent only when excited. Her sister, with the death of her husband,

 109 Students who happened to go into his office would have a mini-lecture on any artefact
 that might be in sight.
 110 He was utterly self-sacrificing when it came to work. When excavating at Yanmburgaz
 he was lacking in financial means. He slept on a camp bed in a corner of an unused room at
 Topkapi museum (on the Thracian side of the Bosphorus), saving on time and the costs of
 commutine to the residence of a relative across the strait that involved several transfers.

 111 Oģuz An, Bulgaristanh Gôçmenlerin întibaki (Ankara: Rekor Matbaasi, 1960), pp. 6 and 44.
 112 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 96; Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilari, p. 119.
 113 Though its origins go back to Hendese-i Mülkiye Mektebi (a technical school) in 1884, it
 became Yüksek Mühendis Mektebi in 1928 and underwent a reorganization in 1935. It was
 turned into a university in 1944 ( Ana Brittannica, 1986 ed., s.v. "Istanbul Teknik Üniversitesi"),
 becoming the second Westernized university in Turkey at the time.
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 divided her time between Izmir, where she had property to tend to, and Ankara,
 where Tunakan and their mother lived.

 After her secondary schooling, taken as a boarder at Erenköy Kiz Lisesi, a
 prestigious girls' school of the period, she went on to "istanbul Dariilfiinûnu."114
 When she graduated, in 1934, from the department of biology of the Faculty of
 Science, it had become "ístanbul Üniversitesi," undergoing a reform. The same
 year, she was selected by Kansu as his assistant at the Anthropology Institute. The
 following year, on his recommendation, she was sent to Berlin on a state scholarship
 to continue her studies in anthropology. She was not alone in this experience, due to
 numerous groups of Turkish undergraduate and graduate students in Austria and
 Germany.115 Several articles in the German and French journals and magazines
 of the time marvelled at the reforms of Atatürk and modern Turkey,116 further
 facilitating her reception. Tunakan lived there about six years, spending the first
 years in learning German - she only knew French from her secondary schooling,
 having polished it up during her undergraduate studies. While in Germany, her
 mentor Kansu constantly checked on her well being: he and his wife made a point of
 making detours in their travelling plans to attend a conference, etc. in order to visit
 her. (Her subsequent collaboration, on a regular basis, with Kansu solidified this
 initial bond, resulting in the epithet "the inseparable duo." She actually became
 a member of the Kansu family, who frequented her home until she moved to
 ístanbul.)

 Tunakan returned to Turkey in 1941, joining Kansu at DTCF and collaborating
 with him in many projects. The new Öz T iirkçe (pure Turkish) movement to clear the

 language of Persian and Arabic elements can be observed in the writings of Tunakan
 because of her collaborative work with Kansu, who had taken it up seriously.
 She took over instruction in osteometry and craniometry, replacing the French
 textbook with a German one besides importing the German meticulousness and
 discipline, for which the adjunct German professors had gained some considerable
 recognition.117

 Beginning in 1950, Tunakan turned to dermoglyphics and the genetics of
 Turkish twins. Her collaborator Kansu had begun to show an increasing interest in
 prehistory. Tunakan' s original work in these areas provided her promotion up the
 academic ladder to professorship in 1961. This was possible, after the coup of 1960,
 when Law no. 115 of the ruling National Unity Committee amended the existing
 University Law (no. 4936) and allowed the promotion of the doçents on the waiting
 list.118 The new constitution, ratified in a nationwide referendum on 9 July 1961, 119

 also guaranteed the much-debated autonomy of the universities.120
 Her ambition concerning her work became a source of conflict with Muzaffer

 Çenyiirek. Tunakan's relationship with the chairman, Kansu, assured her of the

 114 Between 1935-1949, the student took the Olgunluk exam - i.e. the baccalauréat - to con-
 tinue studies in his or her chosen field (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari, p. 169).
 115 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 44.
 116 Ibid.

 117 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken , p. 99, and Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya," p. 14.
 118 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi, p. 28.
 119 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 9.
 1ZU Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 203.
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 cream of the human skeletal remains sent from the excavations. The skirmish

 between Tunakan and Çenyûrek came, more or less, to an end with Çenyûrek
 promoting himself with his work. Thus, he stole the show, and thereafter the bones
 were sent directly to his name. Tunakan has been criticized for not training anyone
 to continue her studies. This may have been because of her introvert personality. She

 was not like Erdentuģ and Çenyiirek, who struggled with red tape to recruit more
 staff. Tunakan was very reserved as a colleague and instructor, making only a few
 friends at DTCF. Her colleagues describe her as a "lonely lady" and a hard-working
 person. She was always polite, but distant to the degree of haughtiness at times,
 being a bit rigid and calculating in attitude. She was not better off with her students

 in personal relations, though they give her credit for her meticulousness and well-
 structured courses. Her success in coming down to the level of the students during
 instruction was much appreciated.

 Tunakan stands out among the pioneers in total devotion to her family. In
 fact, such behaviour was reciprocal among her relatives: she lived for years with
 her mother, becoming her close companion and leading a careful, frugal life since
 she had no extra income outside her salary. She had lost her father, a civil servant, at

 an early stage in her life. Her maternal aunt, a graduate of the prestigious Istanbul
 Amerikán Kiz Koleji at Arnavutköy - then popularly known as "Arnavutköy Kiz
 Koleji/'121 - had provided for and supported her throughout her schooling and
 further studies. This aunt, a teacher of English, and her husband, a professor at
 Istanbul Technical University, who had no children, took kindly to their niece.
 Tunakan repaid this by looking after the widowed aunt during senility, along with
 her aged mother. Both were bedridden most of the time and needed constant care.
 She never overcame the tragic death of her mother, who fell from her bedroom
 window. She was rewarded for her anxieties and pains when, as an octogenarian,
 she received a handsome legacy on the death of this aunt. Tunakan now resides
 in Istanbul, still sharp in mind but totally dependent on care at home, receiving
 geriatric treatment under the watchful eye of her brother and his family.

 Muzaffer Süleyman Çenyiirek (1915-1961)

 Muzaffer Süleyman Çenyiirek, born in ízmir the elder of two sons of a school
 teacher,122 had a typical middle class urban upbringing,123 completing his sec-
 ondary education at ízmir Atatürk Lisesi with honors. While attending the School

 121 Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari, p. 19. On merging with Robert Kolej, its counterpart for boys,
 in 1971, it became Özel Istanbul Amerikán Robert Lisesi and co-educational ( Ana Britannica ,
 1986 ed., s.v. "Robert Kolej").
 122 The information has been compiled from an article, written on his death, by a close friend
 (see Aydin Sayili, "Ordinaryüs Profesor Dr. Muzaffer Çenyûrek (1915-1961)/' Belleten, 26, 101
 (1962): 181-200). His students and Nermin Erdentuģ, with whom he was on very good terms
 in the department, provided the rest.
 123 Even as a child he had the makings of a workaholic, as understood from an anecdote
 given by Sayili: little Muzaffer is sent to kindergarten at the age of three where the children
 are required to sleep in their deck-chairs in the afternoons. He refuses, insisting that they are
 at school and that one does not sleep at school but at home. So adamant is he in his argument
 that the other children soon follow suit ("Ordinaryüs/' p. 182).
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 of Medicine at "Istanbul Darülfününu," he decided to switch to anthropology. In

 1933, he applied for the state scholarship given for the first time for study in the
 United States. He had learned French at school and knew some German. Since

 he did not know English, he started learning it by himself on the long journey.
 By the time he arrived in America, in January 1934, he had acquired a reasonable
 foundation for the eight-month orientation and language program at Ithaca, New
 York.124 During his training at Harvard Univeristy (1934-1939), he undertook a
 program supported extensively with courses in archaeology, biology and human
 anatomy, earning a M.Sc. and Ph.D. in paleoanthropology.

 Çenyûrek's assignment to DTCF in 1940 was followed by a promotion to
 associate professorship the same year. He proved to be a dynamic scholar not
 only at the Institute but also among the faculty of DTCF, becoming an active
 member of various international scientific institutions. He managed to return to
 America in 1946125 to continue his research until 1948 at the Smithsonian Institute,

 the American Museum of National History, and the Peabody Museum.
 He held office as the Dean of DTCF (1959-1960) during the coup of 27 May

 I960.126 He resigned immediately after, on 1 June 1960, before his term ended,127

 perhaps not wishing to be involved in this "boiling cauldron." Indeed, the National
 Unity Committee (i.e. the junta), with law no. 11 4, 128 dismissed 147 university
 faculty members, an event popularly referred to as the "Yiizkirkyediler Olayi"
 ("The Incident of the Group of 147"). Most of these were allegedly "leftists," but
 in fact anyone who had spoken up and caused embarrassment in the past might
 become a victim.129 The list also included some from DTCF, such as En ver Bostanci

 from Çenyiirek's department. A significant number of those dismissed also lost their

 chances of employment elsewhere in the public sector, reducing them nearly to a
 hand-to-mouth existence, supported through translation work or private tutoring

 provided through the efforts of friends.130 By April 1962, however, with the passage
 of law no. 43131 of the new bicameral Grand National Assembly132 reversing the
 earlier actions, the academics returned to their posts.133

 Çenyûrek stood out among the faculty with his intelligence, diligence, energy

 and integrity, which had already been noticed while at Harvard University. He was
 totally committed to the reforms of Atatürk, taking pride in contributing to scientific

 research as a Turk. His innovative activity and introduction of new methods in

 124 Sayili, "Ordinaryüs" p. 182.
 125 Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p. 74.
 126 The anti-secularism and authoritarianism of the Democrat Party, along with dire economic
 conditions, had led to anti-government student demonstrations, inviting the intervention of
 the military to prevent a possible civil war (Heper, Historical Dictionary , pp. 9 and 67).
 127 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi, p. 166.
 128 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi , p. 28.
 129 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, pp. 197-199. This might even be on a tip to the
 "cleansers" from an intolerant or a jealous colleague (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Antlari , p. 260).
 13° Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilart, pp. 134 and 260.
 131 Çadirci and Süslü, Ankara Üniversitesi , p. 28.
 132 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 10.
 133 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 202.
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 his field in Turkey raised eyebrows: he supported his work with palaeontology
 and made extensive use of prehistory and geography in research. His ensuing
 academic titles were conferred on him in an astonishingly short time, as was his
 world recognition as a bright Turkish scholar.134

 While in America he had married Eleanor West,135 in 1938. They left the
 United States in 1939, at the outset of World War II, arriving in Turkey after an
 intermittent journey She lived in Ankara until his death, becoming his devoted
 assistant, typing his notes and editing them and thus making it possible for him
 to concentrate on his research. Theirs was a childless marriage, with the cats at
 home meeting this need. One was a favourite, "Pars," who lounged on Çenyiirek's
 desk while he was working. He adored all animals. His life was full of anecdotes
 about them, mostly from his personal experiences. A love for animals was certainly

 one common ground in the Çenyíirek marriage, which did not otherwise appear
 blissful to observers, in view of him being a workaholic. In spite of this, he was
 gregarious by nature, frequently entertaining friends at his small flat.136 Even after

 such a night he would work into the early hours of the day. (Since the flat did
 not have a spare room to serve as a study, he had to arrange a corner of their
 lounge for this purpose.) He also worked over the weekends at his office and the
 laboratory.

 His class hours contributed to his owl-like existence. He took care to limit the

 number of his students for better instruction. Since some usually worked during

 the day, he agreed to hold classes beginning late in the afternoon and ending about
 7:00-8:00 p.m. The dark colored curtains in his disordered office were constantly
 drawn - for concentration - even during daytime. The illumination provided by
 the desk lamp emphasized the rings of smoke coming from his cigarette; he was
 a chain smoker. He would start lecturing the moment he entered the classroom
 across from his office, arresting immediate attention. He would pause only after
 some time to inquire into the well-being and progress of the students. He was in an

 enviable dialogue with them, encouraging those worthy of it and usually giving a
 sympathetic ear to their worries or anxieties.

 134 A Wiley-Liss publication (M. Yaçar I§can and Kenneth A.R. Kennedy, "Reconstruction of
 Life from the Skeleton: An Introduction/' in i§can and Kennedy, eds., Reconstruction of Life from

 the Skeleton (New York: Wiley-Liss, 1989), has been dedicated to Çenyíirek for his pioneering
 work in palaeodemography. For a brief but precise account of his distinguished standing in
 the field, see Ibid., p. 8.
 135 She was known by all as "Nur" (a Turkified version of her name). Some time after his
 death she adopted a male child in Turkey. She named him after her husband and took him
 back to America to her home town, where she later died of cancer.

 136 With the exception of Kansu, none of the pioneering anthropologists owned a domicile
 until late in their lives, in the 1960s. They lived in the few residential areas created on the
 east- west axis of Ankara of the pre-1960 period, as tenants in flats without central heating.
 DTCF was centrally situated on this axis. There was a shortage of housing during the 1940s,
 and even in the following decade, since it had not been constructed during the war years. The
 lack led to the emergence of hava parasi , (Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 133), i.e. the
 illegal extra payment by the prospective tenant to the landlord or the evacuating tenant for
 the transfer of the flat. This is why, when Nermin Erdentuģ went with her family to the United
 States (1956-1959), they continued paying the rent of their flat, in spite of their tight budget.
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 Life for the participants on his excavations was not smooth, but interesting.
 There were not many students at the site.137 He was disciplined and meticulous
 during fieldwork, constantly taking notes, in English, in his log. He usually took
 along a geographer since he believed in the merits of sound geological knowledge.
 He loved having a campfire at night, around which the events of the day were
 discussed.

 He was generous, having not the least materialistic streak in him. He had no
 family inheritance or income, surviving solely on his salary and the copyright of
 his publications. This was supplemented from time to time with the income from
 his wife's translations and tutoring. He took pride in his dedication to his field,
 overburdening himself constantly. Being always pressed for time, he preferred to
 fly when possible. A plane crash near Ankara, in September 1961, on the return trip
 from an excavation in Samandaģi, at Hatay in southeastern Turkey, took his life at
 the age of forty-six. This was an event that the faculty at DTCF could not live out
 for a very long time.138

 Nermin (Aygen) Erdentuģ (1917- )

 One of three daughters of an established, middle-class family of mainly
 physician or diplomat forebears, Nermin Aygen was born in Malta as a prisoner
 of war, the first child of a couple in exile there.139 The family lived in îstanbul
 during the British occupation, moving to the Dardanelles some time later with
 the appointment of her father. A son born at this conservative seaport died in

 137 He was the one who started the tradition of taking along the messengers of the Institute
 to the sites, defying all opposition, intending to arouse their interest in the activities at their
 place of work. The extra cash they earned met the needs of their overcrowded households.
 They usually tended to everything from making tea to being the first-line supervisors of the
 villagers who came from the vicinity of the site and were hired for the menial tasks like
 digging, etc.
 138 An issue of the department journal was not dedicated to him because of the fact that
 the journal was first published in 1963, as an organ of the Antropoloji Bilimleri Araçtirma
 Enstitüsü established in 1962 (§. A. Kansu, "Baçlarken," Antropoloji, 1 [1963], p. iii).
 139 Her father, the son of a Circassian man from Caucasia and a native of Istanbul, was a
 specialist in internal medicine trained at the medical school in Beirut, founded by the French.
 Her mother's side had their origins in Ioannina (in Albania at the time) in the Balkans
 on the one side, and Ankara on the other. Her father was in the service of the empire, as
 the medical officer in the coast guard, to the Governor of Jiddah during World War I. The
 Ottoman governor and officials were taken prisoner and sent to Malta, whereas her mother's
 family (the father was the Ottoman representative in Greece) in spite of extraterritoriality, was
 illegally deported from their residence in Athens on allegations of providing petrol for the
 Germans which were later found to be baseless. A diplomatic scandal was averted in time,
 but the family could not be repatriated immediately. They used to pass by the /7POW camp"
 which was, in fact - from the photos in Nermin Erdentuģ' s album - a three-storeyed barracks
 within a garden, during their daily outings. The daughters attracted attention. One of them
 consented, after seeing her suitor, to a marriage arranged by the Ottoman governor for the
 young doctor. The new bride had to sign a document declaring her voluntary residence with
 her POW husband when her family was repatriated, living in an apartment flat allocated to
 the couple by the British "camp" officials.
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 infancy.140 Aygen and her sisters were first sent to the French convent school,
 thus receiving an early exposure to the French language.141 Yet, about three years
 later, the parents gave in to the social pressure of their Turkish neighbours, who
 questioned the merits of their decision in terms of religion, and sent them to a
 local school. Her insistence to continue her secondary education at all costs142 took
 Aygen back to istanbul, where she attended Istanbul Kiz Lisesi, another well-known
 school, and lived at the home of a paternal aunt.

 In January 1936 Aygen went to Ankara to study anthropology at DTCF, on
 receiving the special grant allocated to forty of its students selected through a
 nationwide exam.143 The quality of their education and general welfare were under
 the frequent inspection of Atatürk himself,144 giving them another privilege over
 other students in Turkey. The students led a desegregated and active university
 life in and out of the department.145 There was an enviable relationship between
 the instructors and the students, a far cry from the indifference, or restrained and

 status-bound relationships, in the majority of the state universities in Turkey, even
 at present. The students frequently took outings, excursions to sites and "trekking"
 trips to mountains in the vicinity with their instructors. Some of the instructors had

 tea with their students at the end of each term, while others took pains to translate
 a text in a foreign language for the use of a student.

 A special camaraderie prevailed among the boarding students, brought about
 by proximity: the twenty chairs of DTCF146 and the dormitories of the men and
 women were all in the same building, the "Evkaf Apartmani,"147 until 1940, when

 140 Hence the reason her maiden surname survives in her first born child, out of a concern
 for continuing the patrilineal name for another generation.
 141 Learning French in childhood had become a fashionable practice among the upper and
 upper-middle class Ottomans by the late nineteenth century.
 142 She opposed her father, who was willing to send her to Edirne to become a school teacher.
 She considers this move an important sacrifice on the part of her widowed aunt, whose
 three-storeyed house in Kabataç, on the Thracian side of the strait, was already overcrowded.
 She had to take refuge in the ice-cold attic, in outdoor wear, to swot. She also received her
 education in Islamic practices from this aunt.
 143 They were given room and lodging and pocket money. The DTCF boarders had pocket
 money about five times the amount given in government scholarships. They had clothing
 (imported British goods) every six months. Those in other faculties received the coarse Turkish
 products once a year.

 144 Halil inalcik, "Dil ve Tarih Cografya Fakültesinin T No.lu Ögrencisi Halil ínalcik'in
 Añilan/' in A.Ü. Dil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakültesinin ilk Mezunlarindan Halil ìnalcik ve Mustafa
 Turna' nin Ögrencilik Andari île Fakültemizin Tarihçesi (Ankara: DTCF Basimevi, 1986), p. 2.
 145 Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya/' p. 15.
 146 To begin with, History, Geography, Anthropology, and the Chairs of Turkish, Sumerian,
 Akkadian, Hittite, Hungarian, Hindu, Chinese, Greek, Latin, German, French, English, Rus-
 sian, Arabic, and Persian Language and Literature. Then the Chair of Archaeology opened
 in 1937, to be followed by that of Philosophy in 1939 (Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-Cografya, p.39).
 147 Instruction began at this five-story public building some distance to the north of DTCF at
 Ulus, known today as Vakiflar Genel Müdürlügü. It started in 1936-1937 with 195 students (40
 of them boarding students) and had grown to 343 students by 1945-1946 (Süslü, Dil ve Tarih-
 Cografya, p. 39). The Anthropology Institute, comprising two rooms and a large hall, was on
 the first floor, facing the Youth Park of today, above the present Kûçûk Tiyatro on the ground
 floor of this building (Ç. A. Kansu, "Kiliç Kokten íçin," p. 7). The women's dormitory was on
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 the present building was opened for instruction. This produced an unavoidable
 mingling between these students in and out of the departments - they had a lot
 of common courses - and during recreation. They amused themselves by listening
 to the radio brought over from Europe by one of them, having birthday parties
 and going, beginning in 1940, to concerts and plays.148 There was also the Ankara
 Halkevi, which was the centre of all sorts of cultural and educational activities.

 Athletic activities took place across the street, on a plot of land that later became
 the Gençlik Parki (Youth Park),149 a popular place of recreation with its lake and
 fun fair. An outstanding educational occasion for these students on the special
 grant had been the invitation, extended by Atatürk to all forty of them, to attend
 the Second Historical Congress, held at Dolmabahçe Sarayi in 1937. The students
 enjoyed the company of Atatürk throughout the week besides being exposed to an
 international meeting.150

 During Aygen' s third year, the nation experienced the national as well as
 personal catastrophe of Atatürk's death on 10 November 1938. A Greek priest in
 Turkey wrote to his compatriots in the United States that "Daģ ta§ aģladi," ("the
 earth was moved to tears"),151 showing the gravity of the occasion for the nation.
 The radio broadcast only Chopin's Marche Funèbre, day in and day out.152 The
 senior group of the Third Age in Turkey insists that only those who lived through
 that period can understand the mass psychology, the depth of the affection and
 respect the nation felt for Atatürk due to his extraordinary achievements. They
 heavily criticize those who tend to look upon his person or his legacy as a target
 for subversive or seditious activities, as has become the case now for some political

 groups.

 DTCF celebrated the graduation of its first group of students, four from the
 Anthropology Institute in 1940, with a graduation ball organized by the students at
 the Ankara Halkevi. It was like a state occasion with the Prime Minister, the Minister

 of Education, the Governor of Ankara, and many other statesmen and bureaucrats
 attending.153 Atatürk had stipulated that the honors students of the chairs should
 stay on to become asistan (assistants). Nermin Aygen qualified, defending her
 dissertation in 1942. She was the valedictorian of the first group of twenty assistants

 at DTCF who received their doctorates in 1942. This again became a great event,
 with the new graduates taking, for the first and only time in the history of DTCF,
 an oath of allegiance to the independence of the Turks, to the Turkish Republic,
 and to the reforms, besides pledging to use the scientific knowledge acquired for
 the progress of the Turkish nation and of mankind.154

 the fourth and that of the men on the fifth floor. They were not more than four to a room, and
 were furnished above the standards of the time (Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya," p. 8).
 148 These were performed by the first generation students of the State Conservatory that had
 started instruction at the same time as DTCF.

 149 Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya/' p. 16.
 150 Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya/' p. 16.
 151 Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 133.
 152 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, pp. 82-83.
 153 Turna, "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya," p. 18.
 154 "AND; Türk Istiklalini, Türkiye Cumhuriyetini muhafaza ve müdafaa edeceģime, Türk
 Inkilâbina bagli kalacaģima, bilgimi ve bilimi Türk Milletinin ve insanligm iyiligine, ilerleme-
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 Though her dissertation was an extensive study of the blood groups of the
 Turks, the independent research of the first generation graduates was on the an-
 thropometry of Turks, specifically school children. She again became the exception
 at the Institute by taking up craniology, a move imposed by Kansu. On witnessing
 Tunakan and Çenyíirek disputing the franchise of human skeletal remains, and
 seeing that the field had limited application, she decided to turn to ethnology.
 Thus, in 1944 she was promoted to doçent in ethnology, with her comparative study
 of the custom of teeth mutilation. Her field experience, however, was limited to
 excavations. Her first participation was at Alacahöyük, a pioneering excavation
 under the directorship of the well known H. Z. Koçay,155 in 1939. She went down in
 the history of Turkish excavations as the first woman student to venture it, besides

 causing some agitation for Kansu, for Ko§ay - also the Director of Museums - and
 for the Ministry of Education of the time.156

 Aygen married Necati Erdentuģ, an ambitious Turkish Cypriot surgeon with
 whom she went to Britain in 1948. Rationing was still a necessity in post-war Britain.

 She had acquired only a limited knowledge of English through the language courses
 at DTCF as an undergraduate student. Notwithstanding, due to her fluency in
 French, she had little trouble in improving it in a short time. In her field of interest,
 Malinowski's "functionalism" and Radcliffe-Brown's "structural-functionalism"

 were popular then. Both she and her husband were preoccupied with graduate
 studies in their respective fields. Hence, their daughter, born the next year, was left

 to the care of British nannies, later taking up her mother's profession.

 They returned to Turkey in 1951. Turkey had meanwhile passed on to a multi-

 party system, with Adnan Menderes and the Democrat Party gaining a landslide
 victory in the elections of 14 May 1950. Democrat Party policies and their relations
 with the United States were to transform Turkey within a decade. The outgoing
 Republican People's Party had been heavily criticized for the institution of a wealth

 tax known as Varlik vergisi, in 1942.157 Since it eventually bankrupted the majority of

 the affluent of the period, who were mostly non-Muslims in commerce or industry,

 it was criticized for having a racist or nationalistic basis.158 This had been another
 attempt of the party to prevent unfair accumulations of wealth, best typified with

 the emergence of a new stereotype, that of the hact aģa 159 (the spendthrift, nouveau

 riche former country bumpkin), whose improper behaviour had become the butt
 of jokes. Actually, the commoners, downtrodden until then, had already begun

 sine Kullanacaģima And içerim." (The card used during the oath; in the Erdentuģ private
 collection).

 155 Turkish archaeologist, museologist, and ethnologist (1897-1984).
 156 The contents of the letters (dated 16, 19, and 23 June 1939; in the Erdentuģ private collection)
 convey that Kansu fully supported her while the minister was at odds. Ko§ay did not favour
 the idea of having a woman student on his hands. He scribbled down that the excavation was
 not a place of entertainment, drawing attention to the mishaps on the way, the hard labor
 and the spartan conditions at the site. The matter was settled by mid-July 1939, with DTCF
 covering her expenses and assuring Koçay of her proper conduct.
 157 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 5.
 158 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 116 and Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, pp. 244-245. Urgan gives a
 first-hand account of its impact on their non-Muslim neighbours ( Bir Dinozorun Andari, p. 114).
 159 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 116 and Berkes, Unutulan Yillar, p. 313.
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 to acquire a new attitude to life with the new Democrat Party. Formerly they had
 "known their place" and had entertained no dreams of social mobility. Erdentuģ felt

 this change when she returned from Britain, expressing it with the adage, Ayaklar
 ba§ oldu, ballar ay ak oldu ("The feet are where the head was, the heads are where

 the feet were") to refer to the "topsy turvy" situation heralding the end of the
 elite hegemony. She was to hear and use this adage more frequently towards the
 end of this decade, with the introduction by the Democratic Party of "agricultural
 capitalism" after the American model.160 This was a forewarning of an incredible
 upward social mobility in the country. It was, at first, at a gradual pace, through
 access to education; then, in the decades to come, the pace quickened, through the
 achievements of the non-stop influx of migrants to cities from villages and towns.

 Be that as it may, there was yet a vast, unknown rural hinterland with its
 economically backward peoples in Turkey. While in Britain, Erdentuģ had also
 become aware of Paul Stirling's work at two villages in Kayseri, a central Anatolian
 province, which he had begun studying in 1949-50, returning again in 1951 and
 1952. 161 So she decided to do field work in the east of the country, where DTCF
 had a research station for the investigation of that area. Making use of the holistic
 approach and functionalism, she produced her pioneering work on Hal, a Sunni
 village,162 and Siin, an Alevi village163 in the southeastern province of Elaziģ.
 Studying the villages during 1952-1953, she met with no difficulty whatsoever,
 compared to the formalities necessary for such research in the region at present,
 where the Turkish army has just managed to control the activities of the PKK. In both

 villages, the peasants, after a short period of curiosity, adjusted to her existence. As

 a novice, she worked hard not to miss out on anything,164 preferring to take notes

 in the Arabic script that served as stenography for so many of her generation who
 had learned both scripts in childhood.

 The couple had a son after she returned to Ankara, who did not take up either

 parental profession but became an electronics engineer. Having two young children
 at the turning point in Erdentuģ' s career could have been a handicap. By chance,
 she had to join her husband, who had taken up the opportunity to work in the
 United States to advance his career. Able to take a long sabbatical (1956-1959), she
 familiarized herself, this time, with North American anthropology. She used what
 she acquired there in updating the curriculum at DTCF and promoting new areas
 of interest.165

 160 Berkes, Unutulan Ytllar, p. 314.
 161 Paul Stirling, Turkish Village (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965), p. 3.
 162 Nermin Erdentuģ, Hal Köyunün Etnolojik Tetkiki (Ankara: AÜDTCF Yay. No. 109, 1956).
 163 Nermin Erdentuģ, Siin Köyunün Etnolojik Tetkiki (Ankara: AÜDTCF Yay. No. 132, 1959).
 164 She revisited in 1965. 1 went there with a group of students in 1986, to do some demographic
 work and study the changes up to that point. The villagers met me like the daughter of a
 village sister. The elders, on seeing me taking down notes constantly, laughed, saying, "like
 the mother." They commented on the fact that I did not ask "What is this?" "What do you
 use it for?" etc. I answered that I knew it all, thanks to her efforts and others who did similar
 ethnographies after her.
 165 See Nermin Erdentuģ, "Comments," p. 271, in Magnarella and Tiirkdoģan, "Develop-
 ment."
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 Back in Turkey, her life became a constant struggle to balance the time she
 spent with her family and at work. Her husband was a temperamental and outgoing

 man, entertaining people in large groups at home. Her two wilful and demanding
 children sapped her energy. She managed it all with regular daily help and her
 widowed sister in Istanbul, who came frequently to her assistance. This stressful
 life took its toll in the form of panic attacks or reactions and a susceptibility to
 anxiety, leading to diabetes in old age.

 She had her lot of the endless internal strife at DTCF, trying to compromise
 with the endless ploys for secession within the Chair of Ethnology that eventually
 led her to create the Chair of Social Anthropology. Nevertheless, she was the
 backbone of ethnological sciences not only at DTCF but at the universities in Turkey

 until the 1970s,166 bringing social anthropology into the programs of social work,
 education and the Schools of Medicine.167 She had always been in demand as an
 unbiased examiner, even at the peak of the left-right friction among academics
 during the 1970s. The beginning of the 1970s - after the Memorandum of the
 Military of 12 March 1971 and the ensuing martial law of 27 April168 - again
 witnessed the harassment of the allegedly "leftist" academics by apprehension,
 interrogation169 and imprisonment.170 The intervention also led to a change in the

 constitution which prevented academic staff from becoming members of a political

 party.171 Nonetheless, during this period Erdentuģ's bold but interceding attitude
 made her, seven years running, a member of the senate of Ankara University.

 She took care to speak slowly in order to ease note-taking during instruction.
 Her instruction was systematic and to the point. In spite of an authoritative display

 of discipline in class she was a real "softie" when it came to the personal problems
 or grievances of the students. She was always willing to assist in overcoming them,

 being also most constructive and helpful during the oral exams which were the
 norm until the 1980s. She could upgrade for encouragement, but was mindful of
 grave mistakes.

 Her behaviour at home was not different. She was concerned about living up to

 expectations and was overprotective, making life difficult for the family members.

 She had the same attitude, as the eldest sibling in her family, toward her sisters
 and their offspring. Her magpie-like tendency to accumulate paraphernalia (not

 166 By then Mübeccel Kiray, Bozkurt Giivenç, and Nephan Saran had become full professors.
 167 Erdentug, "Comments."
 168 Heper, Historical Dictionary , p. 12.
 169 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini ízlerken, pp. 226-227. There was also a "head-hunting" search of
 banned (leftist) books, by raiding domiciles without a warrant (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari,
 p. 299), which caused a lot of anxiety even among the non-leftist bookworm academics who
 had them in their collections. Academics with a police file for even suspicion of allegedly
 leftist propaganda or activities were not allowed to have passports for a long period of time,
 thus missing out on important international scientific meetings (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilan,
 p. 307).
 170 Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilan, pp. 239-240.
 171 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Ízlerken , p. 254. This had been allowed with the constitution of
 1961, after the coup of 1960 (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Anilan , p. 285). With the constitution of
 1982, most of the liberties given in 1961 were taken back.
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 necessarily shining objects) such as reports, newspaper clippings, publications, etc.,
 was a frequent source of conflict in her household.

 Erdentuģ retired in 1985, after a nerve shattering academic struggle in 1982
 to preserve the anthropology programs at DTCF, which were threatened by a
 reorganisation imposed by the Council of Higher Education, established in 1981.
 The Council came into existence after the coup d'état of 12 September 1980, carried
 out "to protect and safeguard democracy''172 against the political terrorism and
 civil violence173 that had taken many lives in the previous decade. This Council
 is believed to have been created as a reaction against the abuse of autonomy
 at the universities.174 Not surprisingly, another "cleansing operation," known as
 "1402'likler" ("The 1402 group"), after decree no. 1402 of the National Security
 Council established with the coup, the largest to date, took place. The Department
 of Anthropology experienced no "casualties." This time, in spite of the toll for
 the universities being limited to 120, the society at large suffered175 with various

 groups in the public sector,176 receiving the ominous "orange envelope" informing
 them of their expulsion. And once again, though it took several years, the academic

 victims, together with those in the public sector, were granted the right to return
 to their former posts.177

 Another interesting development during this period, full of reactions to former

 existing practices, was the acknowledgment of what can best be described as
 "the battle of words" among the intelligentsia. Since the 1940s, Öz Tiirkqe, or Art
 Tiirkqe, had gradually become a hallmark of the allegedly "leftist" groups, to the
 degree that a language barrier had come to exist not only between generations but
 within the same generation, according to political affiliation. Some allegedly rightist

 linguists even accused their natural opponents of making up words not in keeping
 with the etymology or the structure of the Turkish words. Hence, after the coup
 of 1980, circulars were received - causing considerable reaction if not confusion
 among those in the public offices and at the universities - with a plea to return to
 communicating in the Anayasa (Constitution) language.178 "The battle of words"
 became the subject of jokes for several years. Even orthography is still a problem

 172 Heper, Historical Dictionary, p. 20.
 173 For an analysis of the factors and the developments in Turkey leading to this coup, see Paul
 Magnarella, "A Human Materialist Theory of Civil Violence and Political Terrorism: The Case
 of Turkey," in Human Materialism: A Model of Sociocultural Systems for Analysis (Gainesville,
 Ha.: University Press of Horida, 1993), pp. 114-132.
 174 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 241.
 175 There were also constraints on grooming and dressing. Symbols of being a leftist, like
 growing a beard (almost all types) or having a mustache in a particular style and wearing
 blue jeans (Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Amlari, p. 41) were not allowed in public offices. At present,
 having a beard is considered a "fundamentalist" symbol. At this time, the "fundamentalist"
 women who don colorful headscarves and long overcoats, as if in uniform, are barred from
 the state universities and other public offices.
 176 For a full account see Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, pp. 273-274.
 177 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 223.
 178 In simple terms, it meant using milli, hâkimiyet, inkilâp, sosyal, ilmî, etc. instead of, respec-
 tively, ulus, egemenlik, devrim, toplumsal and bilimsel, etc. Some academics were obliged to
 comply in order to get their work published by their universities or in the public sector. The
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 in Turkey, thanks to the ever changing rules put forth by the Turkish Language
 Society in its ímlâ Kilavuzu, in accordance with the transfer of power between the
 factions existing among its members.

 In short, the applications that followed179 the last coup, complemented by
 populist policies of the parliamentarians in opening universities without any in-
 frastructure, broke the "elitism" existing at the universities.180 To add insult to
 injury, academic standards used in promotion were lowered at all levels, and
 the requirement of a second Western language for promotion to professorship
 was abandoned.181 As a result, nearly two thousand people found themselves
 promoted or assigned to an academic post overnight, leading to the usage of
 the derogatory epithet gecekondu profesörlügü (the slapdash professoriate).182 The
 universities gradually turned into a "last exit," a continuation of a deteriorating
 secondary education, on the way to earn a living, with unemployment on the rise.
 The academic staff and students have been largely depoliticized183 with the left-
 right polarization decreasing and leaving in its place a secular (Kemalist) versus
 anti-secular (fundamentalist) "tug-o-war" in the 1990s. The liberal, deregulatory
 policies of the Motherland Party of Turgut Özal, which came to power with the
 elections of November 1983, succeeded in creating a new frame of mind among the
 citizens: the mentality popularly referred to as köqe dönücülük (having turned the
 corner, having made it) and an entrepreneurial spirit have permeated the society,
 causing young people to put aside the old forms of ideologies.184

 Discussion and Conclusion

 An analysis of the heyday (1940-1960) of the field at DTCF shows research
 was undertaken mainly on the anthropometry of Turks, the ancient populations of
 Anatolia and a few professional studies in ethnology. Diversification in subject mat-
 ter in subsequent years accompanied an abrupt decline in numbers of publications,
 save in ethnology, beginning in the 1960s.185 The death of Muzaffer Çenyíirek, and

 editors and announcers of Turkish Radio and Television (TRT) also became subject to this
 imposition.
 179 Notably, the policy of the National Security Council just after the coup to "keep the youth
 off the streets" resulted in increasing radically not only the number of universities but the
 quotas for students at existing universities.
 180 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini izlerken, p. 191.
 181 The intra-departmental and intra-institutional language exam was centralized - admin-
 istered by a board of examiners determined by the Inter-University Board, after the TOEFL
 example - to prevent favoritism. Despite that, cooptation and /or cronyism rather than mer-
 itocracy still prevails in promotions at state universities. In addition, the satisfactory scores
 for the language exam, in the face of various pressures over the years, have been lowered
 from the "B" to the "C" category.
 182 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 242. The term gecekondu refers to a shanty built
 illegally by the rural migrants to cities, overnight, on Treasury land.
 183 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 244.
 184 Abadan-Unat, Kum Saatini Izlerken, p. 244; Urgan, Bir Dinozorun Andari, p. 248.
 185 Aygen Erdentuģ, "AÜDTCF Antropoloji Bibliyografyasi (1935-1983)," Antropoloji 12
 (1985): 457-462.
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 the waning of the Kansu-Tunakan collaboration, contributed to this slump. These
 three had produced 72 percent of the publications of the Institute up to that point,
 while Kokten was forced to be preoccupied with instruction.

 However, ethnology embarked on a golden age in the 1960s, with Nermin
 Erdentuģ providing nearly half of the publications in ethnology, mostly promoting
 the scope of the field.186 A gradual decrease in numbers of publications followed
 thereafter as funding for research, for publication organs, and for obtaining recent
 foreign publications was hit hard by the cuts in public expenditure. Political
 instability reigned together with the world oil crisis of the 1970s. The staff had
 difficulties with Antropoloji, the journal of the Institute. The shortages,187 political
 unrest, and terrorism led to the coup d'état of 1980, after which martial law
 prevented further research.

 Identifying the bio-cultural origins of the Turks was the only "applied" dimen-

 sion of anthropology in its development in Turkey. The pioneers had acquired an
 outlook specific to their period through witnessing a transition in the country, from

 the adoption of Western institutions to the painful passage to democracy. They felt
 the impact of these developments on their scholarly endeavours. As pioneers in a
 conservative and male-dominated field and society, Erdentuģ and Tunakan expe-
 rienced this more, challenging their capacity as scholars and administrators. Their
 existence paved the way for an overrepresentation of their gender in anthropology
 in the succeeding generations. Affected by personal anxieties complemented by
 fluctuations in the political and academic systems, the field lacked institutionaliza-
 tion. Controversy over scope, theories, methods, and terminology188 reigned. All
 of these eventually led to the isolation of the field.

 On the other hand, biological anthropology offered no attractions as a career.
 It failed in application and financial rewards. At one point, after 1983, physical
 anthropology existed only nominally for want of staff, until it was able to admit
 students again. This discipline missed the "applied" opportunities for survival in
 a contemporary world, for lack of team spirit: one area, lost to physicians, might
 have been a collaboration with cultural anthropologists in research on first cousin
 marriages. Another might have been an active role in industry, in ergonomics and
 in the blooming "off the peg" industry, where imported "size" is a current issue. By
 contrast, paleoanthropology and prehistory are being nurtured by state excavation
 policies, besides the limited international cooperation that also provides these two
 fields with a chance for survival.189

 186 A. Erdentuģ, "Bibliografyasi."
 187 The instructors had to pool money from the students for basic necessities. The money
 was used to buy paper for exams, stencilling exam questions, notes or xeroxing texts for
 distribution. The total collapse of the insufficient central heating of DTCF, due to lack of
 funds, was another problem.
 188 Bozkurt Giivenç, "Etnolojik ve Sosyal (Kültiirel) Antropolojik Araçtirmalar," in Tiirkiye'de
 Sosyal Araqtirmalarin Geliçmesi (Ankara: Hacettepe iiniversitesi Yay. No. D.ll, 1971), pp. 95-
 113.

 189 For a brief account of the history of physical anthropology in Turkey see History of Physical
 Anthropology. An Encylopedia, s. v. 'Turkey/' by Aygen Erdentuģ and Nermin Erdentuģ.
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 The field of social anthropology is no better off in terms of returns and
 recruitment at present. The field is yet unable to promote itself, still falls short of an

 applied dimension, and has failed to update its programs to make them relevant to
 Turkish society or other contemporary societies. Nevertheless, there is a promising
 new generation: those at the Hacettepe center in Ankara, or those with advanced
 training abroad who are employed outside departments of anthropology at state or
 private universities, are catching up with the international dimension of the field.
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